
 

 

 

APN Outdoor launches 'Australia on the move' - 4/02/2011. 

APN Outdoor, Australia's leading outdoor advertising company, has today launched 
a long-term insight program - ‘Australia on the Move', which is dedicated to 
understanding the mind and mood of the Australian commuter across various 
regions within Australia. 

The first study profiles the Australian rail commuter. The study unlocks insights into 
their travel behaviour and reveals how long consumers look at Cross-Track 
advertising and how long it takes to influence brand preference. 

Conducted by HOOP Research, the study of Sydney and Melbourne based rail 
commuters combines the results of three research approaches. An online survey (n 
= 600) defined the rail commuter by examining their attitudes, activities and purchase 
behaviour whilst on the platform. Meanwhile, eye tracking research (n = 20) 
measured fixation on Cross track ads whilst Neuro technology (n = 129) measured 
how commuters responded to ads on platform. 

Key findings of the research were: 

• Rail commuters spend 11.9 minutes on rail platforms each day 
• 21% of station time is actively spent viewing Cross-Track ads 
• Brand salience grew by 9% after only 3 minutes exposure on the platform 

Paul McBeth, General Manager - Marketing, APN Outdoor said: 
"One exposure to a Cross-Track ad will positively shift brand preference in the time it 
takes to boil an egg. We wanted to explore how the captive nature of the rail platform 
environment increases the commuter's connection to Cross-Track advertising. Over 
time, rail commuters engage more deeply with Cross-Track ads and begin to absorb 
more detail which makes it the perfect environment for long-copy executions. The 
positive shifts in brand preference were higher with increased dwell time, which 
further reinforces the key strength of Cross-Track advertising". 



APN Outdoor is currently meeting all agency partners to share the full results of the 
Australia on the Move - Rail Commuter Study. 

For more information, images or interviews please contact: 
Misty Cambray 
National Marketing Manager  
misty.cambray@apnoutdoor.com.au 
Ph: 02 8569 3125 
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